
 

DAV I D E  P U LV I R E N T I  

PROFILE 

I have been in the yachting industry for the past 19 years, covering an extensive range 
of duties both interior and on deck.  I am currently focusing on furthering my career on 
a 24-35 meters range as a Captain in a full time roll. I consider myself a hardworking, 
committed, team player who can is confident in leading in challenging situations and 
can adapt to new surroundings quickly. Throughout my career I have put myself 
forward to assist in the interior, galley and engine room and succeeded with 
confidence and ease. In addition to this, I grew up in a nautical activities company 
(boating, jet skiing, waterskiing, surfing), which has ensured that I am comfortable at 
sea from the very beginning. The sea, and boating specifically, are my passion. I can 
assure that I provide a high quality service for guests and strongly believe that my 
skills, experience and attention to detail will exceed your expectations. 

EXPERIENCE 
CAPTAIN POSITION, PRIVATE & CHARTER BOAT — 2022 SEASON — BALEARIC IS. 
On a range of motor yachts, from 50 to 86 feet. Safety, maintaining high yachting 
standard of the boat during summer, winter maintenance and services, managing crew 
and owners desires. 

FREELANCE CAPTAIN, CHARTER BOAT — 2021 SEASON — BALEARIC IS. 
On a range of motor yachts, from 50 to 86 feet,  the Sunseeker 68,  86, Portofino, Riva 
Rivale, Fairline, Blue Infinity. One hundred and twenty+ days at sea on private and 
charter vessel. This including boat delivery of Sunseeker 55 to Genova from Palmer. 

CAPTAIN POSITION, PRIVATE BOAT — 2020 SEASON 
M/Y Shinju Pearl 75, Charter boat based in Calanova, Mallorca. 

CAPTAIN POSITION, PRIVATE BOAT — 2019 SEASON 
M/Y Luna Pearl 80 Private Boat based in Portals, Mallorca. 

CAPTAIN POSITION, PRIVATE BOAT — 2017-2018 SEASON 
M/Y Escape Predator 60”, based in Portals, Mallorca.  

DECKHAND POSITION, PRIVATE BOAT — 2015-2017 SEASON 

M/Y Gazzella 50m boat. I joined the vessel two months before its launch and was 
therefore involved in the outfitting process of the deck department. This included 
overseeing contractors and the correct set-up and stock of deck areas. As Deckhand, 
my duties include maintaining the boat to exceptional standards (both on- and off-
charter), tender driving for guests and crew (6mt Castoldi jet tender & a rescue tender), 
doing water sports with guests (incl. boat cruises, snorkeling, fishing), day and night 
watches, anchoring, line handling and docking, chart corrections, LSA & FFE checks. 
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EXPERIENCE 
DECKHAND, CREW, GUEST COOK, PRIVATE BOAT — AUG-OCT 2014 SEASON 

M/Y WOLF TWO: 24m Charter Exterior: maintaining the boat to exceptional standards 
and tender driving for guests and crew. Interior: Cleaning and detailing of both guest 
and crew areas, cabin turn arounds, guest service and direct interaction, and cooking 
for both guests and crew. 

DECKHAND, PRIVATE BOAT — JAN-JUL 2014 SEASON 

M/Y GALAXY I: 26m Charter I started as a dayworker, then was hired for a temporary 
position based in Sydney, Church Point. My duties included special maintenance on 
deck (incl. polishing, varnishing, and painting) and more specifically in the Engine 
Room (incl. servicing the vessel’s engine). 

DECKHAND, SERVICE, GALLEY ASS. PRIVATE BOAT — APR ‘11-SEP ‘12 

M/Y BENDYCTA: 34m Charter Boat. My duties included daily and specified 
maintenance on deck (incl. polishing, varnishing, and painting), as well as maintenance 
of the ER (incl. painting and cleaning). I was involved in both day and night watch 
duties and assisting the captain during passage and docking. I served breakfast, lunch 
and dinner to the guests and in between I assisted the chef in the galley when needed. 

ITALIAN NAVY -  2003 -  2004, 

Mine Hunter ALGHERO .50 mPosition: DECK CADET, with duties including being in 
charge of communications, navigation and meteo-forecasts. >10 000 miles cruising 
around the med, performing drills with international navies (incl. fire, medical, 
terrorism, helicopter and submarine drills). 

EDUCATION 
MARITIME INSTITUTE -  ROME. EXPERT IN MARITIME TRANSPORT 76/100 

QUALIFICATIONS 

RYA/MCA YACHT MASTER OFFSHORE, Sailing & Power-DrivenVessel (with commercial 
endorsement), GMDSS GOC, HELM OPERATIONAL, MCA EFFICIENT DECKHAND, 
MCA NAVIGATIONAL WATCH RATING, MCA DESIGNATED SECURITY DUTIES, ENG1 
STCW 2010, AIDA Free Diving Instructor.   

REFERENCES  

Alex Braun BRAUN YACHT SERVICE, Port Andratx,  
Contact Email alexander@braun-yachtservice.com Ph: +34 609 44 4707 

Capt. Thomas Cappello  
Contact Email: marecrew2000@gmail.com Ph: +39 353 425 0075, +34 691 613 197 

Capt. Jay Faulkner  
Contact Email: jay@jfaulkner.net, Ph: +34690686798
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